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Standard Dynamic
SPECT Phantom Heart Phantom
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Feat1λ I˙es

歆 Checks the resolution by aclylic rods of diffdrent

diaIIleters

緻 Checks the contrast by acyylic spheres of diffdrent

diaIIleters

歡 Checks the inhoΠ 1ogeneity by homogeneous

radioactivity distribution

The standard SPECT phantoIIl is used for the deterIIlination

of the tolrlographic speciFlcations of SPECT systems●  The
phantoln consists of a circular acηlic vessel of 200 Inm

dialneter and 214 HIIn height including various test inserts˚

Three parameters can be checked sinlultaneously during

one nleasuring cycle :

擴 The tomographic resolution is tested by a nunlber of

aclylic ro ds of diffㅌ rent diaHleters located in six phan—

toHl sections●  The rod diameters are 4● 0 / 6.0 / 8.0 /

10.0 I 12.0 and 15.0 mΠ 1˚

鹹 The tomographic contrast is tested by six ftλ 1ly ac=ylic

spheres with dianleters of9˚ 5 / 14● 4 / 19.0 I 25.4 I 31.8

and 38. 1 Π1rrl, siHlulating cold spots.

鍈 The toHlographic inhoΠ 1ogeneity is checked by a

phantoHl volulne with holnogeneously distributed

radioactive liquid˚  The height of the hoΠ 1ogeneous

volulne is 26 InH1●

The cover plate is sealed and Flrmly screwed to the phan—

toΠ1 body. The phantoHl can be air— flee filled through

openings in the cover plate, which are sealed aFter the F111—

ing procedure. Flanges on the cover and bottoHl plates

IIlake it possible to ro11 the phantoln and interlnix the

radioactive liquid●

The phantoHl wa11 thickness is 3 Hln1, and the thickness of

the cover and bottoHl plates is 12 HIIn each. The tota1

weight of the liquid Fllled phantoΠ l is 6.B kg.

ordering 工nformatlon

L991359 Standard SPECT phanton1
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Feat1λ I˙es

稀 V¸ lidates the evaluation prograHls of iΠ laging systeHls

in nuclear cardiology

欽 Sinlulates realistically the cardiac action of the left

ventricle by a microprocessor controlled pulnp station

鄕 Fits into the body— shaped PET and SPECT phantolns

The Dynamic Heart Phantoln is designed fbr validation

and optilnization of diagnostic iHlaging systelns in nuclear

medicine cardiology It is based on a twin Inelnbrane,

which simulates the left ventricle realistically. A con1—

puter— controlled pulnping station collilpresses and decoH1—

presses the inner HleΠ 1brane with variable heartbeat simu—

lation and puIIlp voluIIle●  The pumping flequency can be

controlled up to 60 cycles per Ininute. The cardiac voluHles

can be ∏1led with active or inactive liquids and thus the

heart contraction pIocess and the variation ofthe ventricle

wa11 thickness can be determined fbr the inlaging system t0

be checked●  An ECG triggering at the molnents of systole

and diastole is available●

The Dynalnic Heart Phantom is Flrmly Inounted into a

body—shaped thorax phantom according to IEC and NEMA,

consequently providing realistic silnulation of the heart

function to evaluate the processes in∏ uencing realistic

inlaging such as the application of algorithlns for attenua—

tion correction●

ordering InforIIlation

L991356 DynaHlic Heart Phanton1
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